A Simple Method for Peak Alignment Using Relative Retention Time Related to an Inherent Peak in Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry-Based Metabolomics.
Retention time (RT) shifts are inevitable in liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS)-based metabolomics studies. RT alignment, aligning peaks originating from the same feature to an identical RT, is a necessary step prior to multivariate data analysis. Many RT alignment software packages and various algorithms have been developed. In the present study, a simple method for peak alignment was proposed using relative RT related to an inherent peak in the chromatogram, and its performance on RT alignment in untargeted metabolomics was evaluated using an LC-MS dataset acquired from plasma samples from osteoporotic rats, and compared with the common MarkerLynx XS method using different RT window. RT alignment accuracy and relative standard deviation (RSD) value of the intensity of 79 selected ions in a chromatogram were employed to assess the alignment effectiveness of Method I (0.2 RT window), Method II (0.5 RT window) and Method III (relative RT). The overall RT alignment accuracy of these three methods was 67.7%, 77.2% and 90.9%, and 44.3%, 72.2% and 82.3% of the ions had intensity RSD values <30%, respectively. The results demonstrated that Method III using relative RT significantly reduced the influence caused by RT shifts in LC-MS-based metabolomics. Furthermore, Method I and Method III were applied to discover plasma biomarkers for osteoporosis in rats. Thirteen and nineteen ions were selected as potential biomarkers, respectively. Among them, only eight common ions were found, which demonstrated that different sets of biomarkers were obtained using those two RT alignment methods. The relative RT method exhibited fewer missing values, a lower RSD of peak intensity and better performance in pattern recognition, thereby showing the great potential in future metabolomics studies.